Field Mouse
The Field Mouse is a small rodent, found in long rolling plains or
alternately old houses and any place in between. Low on the food chain,
these beasts reproduce at an alarming rate. They aren't especially vicious
and rely on their size, speed, and own ingenuity to urvive.
Appearance: The Field Mouse is a cousin to the rat and the two share
certain attributes. For instance the coloring of these rodents are similar,
blacks browns and whites, although more commonly mice will be more white or grey than others. Field
Mice do not share the large front teeth of rats and their claws are much smaller. A full grown Field Mouse
is between 10 to 20 nailsbreadth across, including its tail. The tail is usually as long as the body and is
completely hairless. It has extremely small, though sharp claws attached to its stubby legs.
Territory: Field Mice are found in all places of moderate temperature on Caelereth. There are unusual
collections in cities but many more live out in the open fields or forests.
Habitat/Behavior: Field Mice are scavengers. They will eat anything they think they can. They
occasionally dig through homes at the scent of food and stay there for the shelter inside the walls. Most
buildings are home to at least one Mouse which quietly eats whatever it can before escaping to its home.
Field Mice have the longest list of natural enemies of any known creature. These rodents are eaten by
snakes, cats, dogs, hawks, owls, bears, wolves, one breed of rabbit, and almost any other organism it gets
too close to. This is probably why the Field Mouse is nocturnal, to avoid many predators.

Diet: The Field Mouse's diet is quite simply. It feasts on whatever it
finds. Whether this be a slice of chesee, or an old tomato, to a rotting
corpse in the street. A Mouse doesn't care.
Mating: Mice mate incredibly often. It is said that once a month within
a pair the female is pregnant. During this time the male will bring extra
food and take extra risks for its mate. After maybe two weeks of
pregnancy the mother births three to five baby Mice, all of which are
blind initially, as well as deaf and bald. Almost instantly their hair starts growing, albeit slowly. After
approximately three days they're able to hear, one week later their eyes open. A Mouse is usually fully
grown within three weeks and leaves with instincts on how to survive.

